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Integrative Core Committee Minutes        
Monday, September 09, 2019 2:00-3:15 p.m. 

 
John Carroll University Integrative Core Committee:  
Voting Members 
Brent Brossmann, Director (CO) 
Chrystal Bruce, Natural Science (CH) 
                    , Issues in Social Justice (    ) 
Andreas Sobisch, Engaging the Global Community (PO) 
Kristen Tobey, Theology & Religious Studies (TRS) 
Karen Gygli, Creative & Performing Arts (CO) 
Tom Pace, Writing & Written Expression (EN) 
Gwen Compton-Engle, Humanities (CMLC) 
Andy Welki, Quantitative Analysis (EC)  

(also BSOB representative)  
Rich Clark, Social Sciences (SC)  

Maria Marsilli, Humanities (HS) 
Patirck Mooney, Philosophy (PL) 
John McBratney, Link Courses (EN) 
  
Ex Officio Members: 
Todd Bruce, Director of Assessment  
Peter Kvidera, Interim CAS Dean  
Rodney Hessigner, CAS Associate Dean 
M. Martin, CAS Associate Dean 
Michelle Millet, Director, Grasselli Library  
Nevin Mayer, Coordinator of Instruction, Grasselli Library 
Michelle Reynard, Registrar 
Maryclaire Moroney, Asst. Provost for Academic Advising 
Carlo DeMarchi, Asst. Dean, Academic Advising  

 
Voting Members Present   G. Compton-Engle,  J. McBratney,  B. Brossmann, T. Pace,  A. Welki, R. Clark,  C. Bruce, K. 
Gygli, M. Marsilli, P. Mooney, K. Tobey, A. Sobisch,  Ex Officio Members Present: T. Bruce,  R. Hessinger, P. Kvidera, R. 
Hessinger, Guests: J. Kohan 

 
 
 
Documents distributed at the meeting: 

A. Agenda 
 

1. Opening Business: 

 B. Brossmann opened the meeting with a welcome and Introductions of new Committee members.  

 P. Kvidera gave a welcome and thank you and spoke about the importance of the work that this committee 
does; he indicated that the Core is central to JCU and viewed as a model for innovating the curriculum.   

 
2.  Focus:  B. Brossmann then took a few minutes to go over the focus he sees for the committee this year:  this year the 
focus will be assessment – are the courses that have received Core approval doing the things that they were approved 
for?  Is the committee doing the things they said they would be doing?   During the October meetings, T. Bruce will 
address assessment reports and will talk about specific courses making sure they are meeting the correct learning 
objectives.    
 
3.   Learning Community Updates: 

 J. Kohan gave an update on OnBase.   Faculty will be able to propose new learning communities thru OnBase; 
the process will be similar to applying for every other core application.    Jim also spoke about proxies for the 
department chair in OnBase.   Discussion occurred as to the need for proxies, as the applications need to go the 
Department Chairs.   Jim is also working on other OnBase upgrades, such as attachment upgrades. 

 A. Sobisch will follow up with B. Turner and R. Purdy about their proposed learning communities. 

 T. Pace updated the committee on “Writing Across Carroll”.  An email was sent out to all faculty and staff 
regarding the dates and topics of the events.  Information is now posted on the JCU website, and will be linked 
with the English Department website, as well as the Writing Center site.  T. Pace will try and get it linked with all 
the academic department sites.   

 
4.  Funding Requests:  Committee then reviewed progress updates from the Summer Grant Applications: 

 En 239 & HS 2xx (Gygli and Marsilli – both who stepped out of the room for this discussion)  Committee 
reviewed the instructors update.  Committee was in agreement that both courses met the objectives for Linked 
designation and it was put to a vote:   
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Proposal Vote 

LINK for EN 239  Latin American Film: Power  
& HS 2xx   Masters and Underdogs 

YES –  10 
NO – 0 
AB – 0 
 

 
 

 EN 299 & PS 293 (Y. Bruce and D. Rumenik)  Committee reviewed the instructors update.  Committee would like 
instructors to correct the syllabus to remove all references of EHE; and to possibly require more examples of 
scripted integration between the courses.  Committee was in agreement that both courses met the objectives 
for Linked designation and it was put to a vote:   
 

 

Proposal Vote 

LINK for EN 299:  Women, Violence and Literature & PS 293 
Psychology of Gendered Violence 

YES –  12 
NO – 0 
AB – 0 
 

 

 PL 309 & EN 292 (Kaye & Macaskill)  Committee reviewed the instructors’ update.   Before approving for final 
payment and for Core designation, the committee would like two areas of the proposals to be addressed further 
by the instructors.  Those areas are the integration between the courses and the writing that the students are 
assigned.   This feedback will be shared with the instructors and the committee will wait for their updates before 
voting on final payment and core designation. 

 PL 319 & PJHR 350 (Kaye & Charfauros-McDaniel) Committee reviewed the instructors’ update.   The concern 
the committee has about this linked pair is the writing of the JCU students versus the writing of the high school 
students.  From the updates it seems that the HS students do the majority of the writing; suggestions were 
made on how to get the JCU students more involved in the writing assignments.   This feedback will be shared 
with the instructors and the committee will wait for their updates before voting on final payment and core 
designation.   

 SC 290 & TRS 263 (Wiedenhoft Murphy & Zawislan) the committee reviewed the instructors’ update.   
Committee was in agreement that both courses met the objectives for Linked designation.   They would though 
encourage the instructors to make it a requirement that the students provide a written review that it turned in.   

 

Proposal Vote 

Link for SC 290: Environmental Sociology and TRS 263: 
Ecology, Religion and Justice 

YES –  12 
NO – 0 
AB – 0 
 

 
 
5.  TRS Modification:   a proposal was made by TRS  that the core requirement for TRS be changed from 1 lower level 
course and 1 upper level course to two courses, at least one of them be upper level.   Feeling that this change needs to 
go before the full faculty for a vote.  Discussion was that it might make enrollment slightly more unpredictable for TRS, 
and that they may need a few more hidden sections.   M. Reynard would like this to be effective starting the next 
bulletin year. 
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6.   Block Scheduling:  the committee reviewed the suggestion that Linked Courses might want to go to block scheduling 
and it might be more conducive to instructors to teach if they are given better times to teach.  This will be further 
discussed at the next meeting. 
  
Meeting ended at 315pm. 
 
 
 
 
 

 


